Sexually antagonistic chromosomal cuckoos
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The two kinds of sex chromosomes in the heterogametic parent are transmitted to offspring with different sexes, causing opposite-sex siblings to be completely unrelated for genes located on these chromosomes. Just as the nest-parasitic cuckoo chick is selected to harm its unrelated nest-mates in order to garner more shared resources, sibling competition causes the sex chromosomes to be selected to harm siblings that do not carry them. Here we quantify and contrast this selection on the X and Y, or Z and W, sex chromosomes. We also develop a hypothesis for how this selection can contribute to the decay of the non-recombining sex chromosome.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The asymmetrical transmission of a parent’s X and Y, or Z and W, sex chromosomes to opposite-sex siblings, when coupled with sibling competition, selects for a meiotic-drive-like process called sexually antagonistic zygotic drive (hereafter SA-zygotic drive; Miller et al. 2006; Rice et al. 2008). Meiotic drive operates via the differential success of haploid gametes from the same parent (reviewed in Hurst et al. 1996; Burt & Trivers 2006). SA-zygotic drive operates in an analogous way, but in the next generation, via differential success of diploid siblings. Just as meiotic drive elements are selected to harm the gametes that do not carry them, so too are the sex chromosomes selected to harm the competing siblings of the sex in which they are not represented. SA-zygotic drive can be mediated through (i) the heterogametic parent via sex-specific parental investment and/or epigenetic parental effects that harm only one sex of siblings and (ii) the competing siblings themselves, via sex-specific antagonistic interactions (Rice et al. 2008). Here we focus on interactions between siblings. Throughout, the term ‘sex chromosomes’ refers to their regions that do not recombine in the heterogametic sex. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we will assume that males are the heterogametic sex.


One contribution of 16 to a Special Feature on ‘Sexual conflict and sex allocation: evolutionary principles and mechanisms’.

Many cuckoo species of birds are brood parasites that lay their eggs in the nests of other bird species (hosts) and these surrogate parents rear their young. Cuckoo’s chicks have evolved to be highly harmful to their unrelated nest-mates, e.g. ejecting them from the nest, pecking them and out-competing them for resources via faster development and super-stimulating begging displays (Solner & Soler 2000). Paternal X and Y sex chromosomes, in opposite-sex siblings, have the same absence of relatedness as that between cuckoo and host chicks. Correspondingly, paternally inherited sex chromosomes are selected, as cuckoos, to harm brood-mates they are not transmitted through. Here we quantify the selective constraints on SA mutations occurring on sex chromosomes that code for phenotypes that harm sisters (Y-linked) or brothers (X-linked). We use our results to motivate a new hypothesis by which SA-zygotic drive can contribute to the evolution of degenerate Y and W sex chromosomes.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Model: application of Hamilton’s rule

To quantify the constraints on the accumulation of Y-linked mutations that harm sisters, and X-linked mutations that harm brothers, we begin with Hamilton’s rule (Hamilton 1964) for the evolution of altruism: \( CB < r \), where \( C \) is the fitness cost of an altruistic behaviour; \( B \) is the fitness benefit to the individual receiving the altruism; and \( r \) is the level of relatedness (proportion shared genes) between the two individuals. To convert Hamilton’s rule to the case of a focal individual harming one sex of sibling, we multiply \( C \) and \( B \) (numerator and denominator) by \(-1\), so the ‘altruism’ is converted to harm and the ‘cost’ to the focal individual becomes a benefit. Let \( B_H \) be fitness benefit to the focal individual of harming another individual and \( C_H \) be the fitness cost to the individual receiving the harm. Hamilton’s rule when applied to harmful interactions between individuals becomes: \( B_H/C_H < r \) or when expressed as a cost–benefit ratio \( C_H/B_H < 1/r \).

(i) Autosomal locus

Allele \( a \) produces no antagonistic effects and allele \( A \) produces a brother-harming phenotype in both sexes. Let \( h \) be the frequency of the genotype \( Aa \), which we assume is small. The frequency of \( Aa \) matings is then \( 2h \) and one can show that in the next generation (see the electronic supplementary material),

\[
h' = h + 4B_H - 2C_H - B_H C_H / 8 \]

(ii) X-linked locus

We assume male heterogamy, that allele \( x \) has no antagonistic effects and a rare allele \( \bar{x} \) produces a brother-harming phenotype. In this case, there are only two female genotypes, \( xx \) and \( xx_x \), at non-trivial frequencies at the adult stage, which we define to be \( u \) and \( 1-u \), respectively. There are also two male genotypes at the adult stage, \( x \) and \( x_x \), at frequencies \( v \) and \( 1-v \), respectively. Only three types of mating occur at non-trivial frequency: \( xx \times xx \) at frequency \( uu \), \( xx \times X \) at frequency \( v_1 \) and \( xx \times \bar{x} \) at frequency \( 1-u-v \). Under these conditions, one can show that in the next generation (see the electronic supplementary material),

\[
u' = (u + 2v)2 + B_H / 4 \]

\[v' = (2B_H/2 - C_H) / 8 \]
3. RESULTS

Consider a new mutation in a large outbred population. When Y-linked, \( r = 0 \) between brothers and sisters, so sister-harming mutations will be favoured by selection so long as they help brothers. For the X chromosome, the same logic applies to an imprinted brother-harming mutation that is expressed exclusively when inherited from the father (although it would be selected only one-third of the time). But in the more general case when the X-linked mutation is not imprinted, Hamilton’s rule must be met when averaged across the sexes, i.e. the constraints are \( C_H/B_H < \frac{1}{0.25} \) when the X is paternally inherited and \( C_H/B_H < 2 \) when inherited from the mother. Since two-thirds of X chromosomes reside in females, the weighted average result is \( (1/3) \times B_H + (2/3) \times B_H > 0 + (1/3) \times C_H \), which implies that \( C_H/B_H < 3 \). These X and Y constraints are unchanged with multiple paternity. For an autosomal gene, the constraint is \( C_H/B_H < 2 \) (see Mock & Parker (1997) for a more general treatment of the autosomes). In summary, selection favours any sister-harming mutation that is Y-linked so long as some benefit accrues to brothers (cost/benefit < \( \infty \)). Brother-harming X-linked mutations, lacking a special form of imprinting, are more strongly constrained than the Y, but less constrained than the autosomes (figure 1).

Using our population genetic model for an autosomal locus, one can show that the brother-harming allele \( A \) invades when rare if (see the electronic supplementary material)

\[
C_H < \frac{4B_H}{2 + B_H}. \tag{3.1}
\]

With X-linkage, a brother-harming X allele invades when rare if (see the electronic supplementary material)

\[
C_H < \frac{9 - \left( \frac{6 - B_H}{2 + B_H} \right)^2}{4}. \tag{3.2}
\]

These results converge on those based on Hamilton’s rule when \( B_H \) is small: on the autosomes \( C_H/B_H < 2 \) and on the X \( C_H/B_H < 3 \) (left side of figure 1). With stronger selection, however, there is stronger constraint on both the X and autosomes (right side of figure 1).

Searching the literature, we found specific examples of neither Y-linked mutations that cause brothers to harm their sisters nor X-linked mutations causing both sexes to harm brothers. There are, however, reports in which siblings of the opposite sex are more aggressive to one another than same-sex siblings (e.g. Dunn & Kendrick 1981; Bortolotti 1986; Drummond et al. 1991; Legge 2000; Moura 2003). However, we also found several examples where aggression was more pronounced between siblings of the same sex (e.g. Minnett et al. 1983; Frank et al. 1991; Snowdon & Pickhard 1999).

4. DISCUSSION

Because X chromosomes in sisters are more closely related than those in brothers, and than the autosomes in both sexes, the homogametic sex is expected to be more cooperative (Kawecki 1991) — a prediction with at least some empirical support (see Haig (2000) for a review of this literature). Here we have shown that X chromosomes are also expected to more readily accumulate selfish mutations that harm brothers (figure 1). Although we were unable to find any studies that documented X-coded, brother-harming phenotypes, we found no studies that specifically screened for this phenotype.

In contrast to the X, Y chromosomes have no restrictions on accumulating sister-harming mutations (full parameter space in figure 1). From the perspective of X and autosomes, Y chromosomes are selected to accumulate ultra-selfish mutations that harm sisters that do not carry them, irrespective of the cost–benefit ratio \( C_H/B_H \) (figure 1). Despite this unconstrained selection, we were unable to document established cases of sister-harming Y chromosomes in the literature, but, as for the X, we found no genetic screens that directly assayed for this Y-coded phenotype. We next propose a model, as a hypothesis, in which antagonistic coevolution keeps Y-coded, sister-harming phenotypes rare, and thereby leads to the decay of the Y.

Hamilton (1967) proposed that Y chromosomes degenerated because the X and autosomes were selected to shut down Y-linked meiotic drive. Charlesworth (1978) dismissed this scenario as a general explanation for the degeneration of Y chromosomes because of the apparent paucity of genes that can evolve to cause meiotic drive in males, and because of the cost of shutting down a large region of the nascent Y chromosome (due to hemizygous gene expression without dosage compensation). However, Hamilton’s logic, when applied to SA-zygotic drive, may be a more potent factor leading to the degeneration of Y chromosomes. In mice, more than 80 per cent of the genome (structural genes) is expressed in the brain (Sunkin & Hohmann 2007). As a consequence, many genes can potentially contribute to behaviour, at least some of which could influence...
sister-harming behavioural phenotypes. Suppose that a sister-harming mutation accumulated on a nascent Y chromosome, leading to SA-zygotic drive. When it harmed sisters more than when it helped brothers, the entire genome would be selected to silence the mutation (figure 2). One mechanism by which genomes are known to shut down harmful genes, such as transposable elements, is via epigenetic silencing (Slotkin & Martienssen 2007). Recent evidence indicates that transacting, ncRNA-based silencing of only one allele at a diploid locus is feasible (Rinn et al. 2007). Recurrent silencing of sister-harming, Y-linked genes could, in principle, contribute to the degeneration of the Y sex chromosome (figure 2). The effect of such silencing would be magnified when high sequence similarity between alleles on the nascent X and Y required the ncRNA to target sequences flanking a sister-harming, Y-linked allele (that had diverged sufficiently to be uniquely targeted), leading to collateral silencing of any intervening genes. In this case many, and perhaps most, silenced genes on the Y would not code for sister-harming phenotypes.

Our study illustrates why the evolution of nascent sex chromosomes is ‘dangerous’ to the autosomes in all species with sibling competition: paternally inherited sex chromosomes are selected to harm the sex of siblings that do not carry them. This selection is more constrained on the X than the Y. Its ramifications may include elevated hostility among siblings, especially those of opposite sex, and antagonistic, intragenomic coevolution that, similar to Hill Robertson effects (Bachtrog & Charlesworth 2000; Nicolas et al. 2005), contributes to the decay of the Y.


